LZM Studio, LLC - Release Form - 2020 COVID TIMES
Client Name ____________________________________________________________________
(If Applicable) Name of Parent(s) ___________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

As a parent/guardian/client, I assume all responsibility and waive any claim for compensation for any negative
outcome incurred by myself/my child while working with LZM Studio, LLC. I hereby agree to hold harmless Laura
Zimmerman Mann, any instructors working via LZM Studio, LLC and LZM Studio, LLC against any and all claims
which may arise from any injury to myself/my child while participating in this program. I assume all responsibility for
allowing the use of Zoom & the internet as a teaching method in order to work with LZM Studio during COVID times
and will refer to Zoom’s privacy policy for any concerns https://zoom.us/privacy/#_Toc44414840. I take full
responsibility for my/my child’s participation via Zoom including but not limited to: if they are meeting with LZM Studio
from their bedrooms, in private without a parent or guardian present; if other household members are seen or heard
on camera during the course of a lesson with LZM Studio; if the LZM Studio Zoom account is hacked or misused by
someone other than that of LZM Studio, etc. LZM Studio will use technology responsibly and with your permission.
Initial Here ____________

Promotional Materials:
Student accomplishments are the best ambassadors. LZM Studio, LLC often photographs student artwork or
students working for promotional materials, both online and in print. We will change names for promotional material if
requested by the student or parent. We do not include the last names of students in promotional material. I agree to
let my child/myself/artwork be photographed or recorded for promotional materials for LZM Studio and do not claim
any financial compensation or right to the images, or control over how they are used in marketing LZM Studio, LLC.
Initial Here ____________
LZM Studio Course Content:
By signing here, I agree I will not reproduce, market or teach the information I learn from Laura Zimmerman Mann,
any instructor of LZM Studio, LLC online, via Zoom or in-person for profit or personal gain without explicit legal
agreement from Laura Zimmerman Mann or LZM Studio, LLC.
Initial Here ____________
I have read and understood the above policies and agree to comply with its provisions.
Client/Parent/Guardian Signature ______________________________________________________________
Date _____________________________________

